Conformally birecurrent manifolds
Let N be a (n+1)-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold of class C°° with not necessarily definite metric 6rSf covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {¡U;x r }. We denote by jB r tJf R vrs-t» R rs» H tha Christoffel symbols, the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of N, res-« pectively. The Weyl conformal curvature tensor C rstu " «retu " n=T ( «st*ra ~ «su^t + «ru R st " 8pt R 8u ) + + n( n-1) ( g st g ru " Ssu^t' is said to be recurrent ([8] ) if the condition Proof. The equality (3.6), by Ricci identity and (2.3) gives (3.9) (-C pstu R qrvw + C prtu R qsvw " C pura R qtvw + + C ptr S R quvwHB^g i3 + ehV)-c vw C rstu + P Q(C) PBtww .
Transvecting (3.9) with ^B®^" we get, in virtue of (2.7), (2.9), (3.7), (2.2)(a) and (3.1) (3.10) H f (C ebcd + g ce Q bd -g d0 Q bc ) » H e (C fbcd + g cf Q bd -g df Q bc ).
Contracting (3.10) witjh g ed and using (3.1) we find
Prom (3.11), by standard calculations, we obtain
The last result together with (3.10) yields H f C gbcd = E Vfbcd' whenoe (3.13) H f C abcd = 0.
The assertion of our lemma follows now from (2.9), (3.12), (3.1), (3.13) and (3.3).
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 we get the following generalization of Theorem 5 ([7] holds on M. In fact, transvecting (3.9) with eN 37 »"^™ and applying (2.9), (2.6), (3.1), (3.7) and Rioci identity, we find (3.23).
On the other hand, from (3.4) we obtain -R 0d j-0f j = Assume now that at some point xell where S adef * S b°S abcdef and S ef " ^\oet' We suppose that -467 -whence C abcd « 0 and Q ad -0.
Since (2.9) holds, C rgtu (x) = 0, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Lemma 4 implies Theorem 3. Let M be a conformally birecurrent totally umbilical hyper&urface of a conformally birecurrent manifold N. Then on M the relation (4.3) is satisfied.
As it is known ([6]) every totally umbilical submanifold of a conformally recurrent manifold is also conformally recurrent. Using this fact, Remark (i) and Theorem 3 we obtain Corollary 2. (cf.
[7], Proposition 1). Let M be a totally umbilical hypereurface of a conformally recurrent manifold N. Then on M the relation (4.3) is satisfied.
Example
In the last section we give an example of a totally umbilical hypersurface satisfying the condition (4.3) with non-zero function H.
Let {v;x a } be a locally ohart on an n-dimensional manifold (M,g) of constant curvature, a,(5 e {2,3 n+l}, n» 3. We denote by g^p the components of g on V. Moreover, let on IR , with identity map x 1 , be given the metrio tensor g^ = 1. Now we define on the manifold N = IR*V the metric g rg "by 
